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Abstract The presence of the factor which promotes cell aggregation in the con-
ditioned medium (CM) prepared with a large number of cultured chicken embryonic
cells was revealed by measuring the rate of aggregation based on a kinetics of the
decrease of the number of total particles from the system. Surface negativity of
fibroblasts of cultured chicken embryonic lung cells was increased by the treatment with
CM. This was shown by comparing the binding capacity of cell surfaces with positively
charged colloids, protamine sulfate, between cell pretreated with the factor from CM
and Ron-treated cells. The pretreated cells with increased surface negativity were
aggregated with faster rate than other cells only in the presence of Ca2+. Fixed cells by

giutaraldehyde attained higher surface negativity, after the treatment with CM. A
possible role of Ca2+ on cell aggregation was discussed, particuiarly in relation with a

role of the aggregation promoting factor contained in CM.

                               IntroductioB

    Several factors have beeR known to infiueRce cell-to-cell or cell-to-substrate
adhesion of singly dissociated cells (Fisher et al. 1958; Orr and Roseman, 1969a, b;
Curtis, 1969). However, chemical properties of active substances as weil as their mode

of action upon cell adhesien have not well been elucidated. Takahashi and Okada
(1971) have shown that conditioned medium (CM) harvested from primary cultures of
a large number of chicken embryonic cells contains at least two effective factors actiRg

differently. The oRe is to promote cell-to-cell adhesioR (aggregation) as well as
cell-to-substrate adhesion, whereas the other enhances a growth rate of sparesely
inoculated cells in cell culture. These factors were separated through Sephadex G-25
gel into two separate fractions, a and B. Substances with similar activities are included

also in the serum aRd other sources (Fisher et al. 1958; Orr et al. 1969a, b; Curtis and

Greaves, 1965; Rubin, 1969; Perterson and Rubin, 1969; Oellerman and Miller, 1969;
Virolainen and Deffendi, 1967; George et al., 1971). This paper deals with an
investigation of surface negativity of cells treated by the aggregatioR promoting
factor(s) contained in a-fraction of CM. The increased surface negativity was revealed

by employiRg colloid titration technique (Terayama, 1952). The action of divalent
cations for realizliRg the function of this factor was also studied.

 'Present address: Department of Physiology, Shimane Medical University, Izumo, Shimane,
  693, Japan
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                         Materials and Methods

1. Materials
   Muscles and luRgs of chickeR embryos at 11-days of incubation were used.

2. Preparation of conditioned medium (CM) and the culture for assaying the effect of

CM
   The procedures to obtain CM as well as cells to be used for assaying the effect of
CM were the same as giveR in the previous papers (Takahashi & Okada, 1970; 1971).
In brief, CM was harvested from primary cultures of a large number of 11-day-old
chicken embryonic muscle cells. CM3-4 and CM5m6 were tke medium which had been
conditioned with cells between 3 to 4 and 5 to 6 days of culturing, respectively. The
cells used for assaying CM were harvested from the monolayer sheet of fibroblasts in
prirnary cultures of 11-day-old chicken embryoRic lungs.

3. Preparation ofglutaraldehyde (GLA)-fixed cells
   In some experimeRts, fixed cells were used for assaying the action of CM. After
harvesting cells with trypsin, they were washed with cold Hanks' balanced salt solution
(HBSS, pH 7.3) two times by centrifugation. The cell suspensioR was mixed with the
same amount of cold glutaraldehyde (GLA) in HBSS (59o, pH7.3) and incubated
without shaking for 10minutes in ice cold HBSS. They were dispersed again in cold
M14 saccharose-O.OIM HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic
acid) solution, pH of which was adjusted to be at 7.3 by O.1 M NaOH. Thus prepared
fixed cells were stored 40C aRd they were washed with cold HBSS to remove
saccharose immediately before use.

4. Preparation of Sephadex G-25 gel excluded (cr) and retarded fractions (B)
   By filtrating CM5'6 through Sephadex G-25 column, two main fractioRs associ-
ated with the effect for promoting the plating efficiency (a fraction) and the growth
rate of cells inoculated in vitro with low density (B fraction) were separated, according

to tke procedure given in the previous paper (Takahashi & Okada, 1971). Each of
these two fractioRs were used for the experiments described below.

5. Cell aggregating medium
   Cells were allowed to aggregate in HBSS, to which, CM3-4, CM5m6, a-fractioR,

P-fraction or the mixture of a and B was added. By adding an appropriate amount of
10cro NaHC03 solution, pH of these media was adjusted at 7.3. For the test examining
the effect of divalent catioRs upen aggregation, various amounts of calcium or
magnesium chloride were dissolved in Ca2-F-Mg2+-free Hanks' balanced salt solution

(CMF-HBSS), the pH of which was adjusted to be at 7.3 with O.Ol M HEPES and O.1

M NaOH.

6. Measurement of cell aggregation
   Aggregation was expressed by the rate of disappearance of single cells in a given
system, as described in the previous paper (Takahashi & Okada, 1971). For closer
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analysis of the initial stage of cell aggregatioR kinetics within about 30 minutes after the

start of cell aggregation, the measurement was doRe by treating the aggregation as a
bimolecular rate process (cf. Wilkins et al., 1962b). Therefore, in the present study, a

following mathematical simplication of the process of aggregation was introduced for a
kinetics of a decay of the total particle concentration,

1!N oo(t) == lfN oo (o) + kt

where Nco(t)=the number of total particles including both cell aggregations and single
cells found at time t, whereas Noo(e) is the total number of single cells at time O. When

11N..(t) was plotted against time t, the slope k may indicate the rate of cell aggregation.

The steeper the slope is, the higher the cell adhesiveness is thought to be, and vise
versa (Fig. 1). Therefore, in the experiments to follow a kinetics of cell aggregation,

11N..(t) was plotted directly against time t.
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Fig. 1. A typical example of cell aggregation kinetics. 3.3Å~106 cells were inocuiated in an
Ehrlenmyer flask containing 3.0 ml of the aggregating medium to be agitated at 90 rpm at 370C
on a Gyratory shaker, and the number of total particles were counted every 5 minutes.
   A. Ordinate : Rate of cellular adhesiveness (1/N.(t), see in the text). Abscissa : time in
minutes. rm" , cell aggregation in the presence of a fraction; +o.m- , cell aggregation
in KBSS; pt<!F , cell aggregation in the mixture of a and B fractions.
   B. +v, cel} aggregation in the presence of Ca2" (1.8Å~10ww3M); -, ceil
aggregation in CMF-HBSS. Cells were pretreated with CM5-6 (a).

    In the experiments to examine the effect of divalent cations on cell aggregatioR, 11
Noo(,) at 30 minutes after the start of cell aggregation, instead of plotting 11N..(t) to

time course, was plotted against various concentrations of added cations. In all
aggregation experiments, 3.3Å~106 cells were inoculated in each Ehrlenrneyer fiask

containing 3 ml of the aggregating medium and the flasks were agitated oR a Gyratory
shaker at 9e rpm at 37eC. The number of total particles at a given time was counted by

hemocytometer.

{
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7. Adsorption ofpolycations on ceii surfaces
   Surface negativity was measured by the method of colloid titration by means of
volumetric titration of polymer ions (Terayama, 1952). Protamine sulfate (PS) was
used as positive colloid, whereas pottasinm salt of polyvinyl sulfate (PVSK), as
Regative colloid in a solvent. They were dissolved each in M/4 saccharose solution and

pH was adjusted at 7.3 by adding O.Ol M of HEPES and O.1 M of NaOH (saccharose-
HEPES-NaOH buffer). In the control test, a definite ainouRt of PS solutien (O.O189o,
5.0 ml) was mixed with cells at O-40C in an ice cold bath to avoid a possibility of cell's

taking up PS by cell actions (Becker & Green, 1960), aRd the amount of non-adsorbed
PS was titrated with a standard PVSK solution (O.O19o, i.e. 4.9Å~10-4N) at a room

temperature after cells were removed by centrifugation. In the experimental test, cells
were pre-incubated with CM for 40 minutes without shaking at e-40C in an ice cold
bath, then they were washed once with an excess amount of cold HBSS by centrifuga-
tioR. After removing the supematant fiuid carefully, PS solution was added to a final
amount of 5.0 mi with mixiRg the cells. After leaving cells with PS in an ice cold bath

for 10minutes, they were removed by centrifugation and the supematant fiuid was
immediately titrated by PVSK at room temperature. The eRd point of these colloid
titrations was determined by colour change of aR indicator substance, toluidine blue
(O.O19(o). For the blaRk titration, 5.0ml of PS solution was used in place of the cell

suspension. When the binding capacity under various pH values was examiRed, pH
was controlled by adding an adequate amouRt of HCI or NaOH (O.Ol to O.1 N, O.1 to
1.0 ml) duriRg the course of titration. Pilot tests have shown that the binding capacity

of PS with PVSK is pH dependent (Fig. 2). Therefore, adsorption tests of PS on cell
surfaces were done at pH 7.3 throughout the experiments.
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Fig. 2. Binding capacity of negative polymer ion (PVSK, e.O19o) per unit weight of protamine
sulfate (PS) under various pHs. Ordinate: gram equivalent PVSK per gram PS which was
calculated from the following equation ; gram equivalentslgramxO.OO048Å~AÅ~10-310.018Å~5Å~
10-2, where A is the difference between the titers of experiment and blank tests at the same pH.

Abscissa: pH.
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    When binding of PS on cell surfaces was examiRed under various concentrations
of PS, PS left unadsorbed with cell surfaces was tirated with O.O029e PVSK (O.98Å~
10-4) (Figs. 3 and 4). Under conditions depicted in Fig. 4, the binidRg capacity of
unadsorbed PS with PVSK was constantly maintained at the level of 300Å~10-5 gram

equivalent per gram of PS. This indicates that PS-PVSK binding occurs stoichiometri-
cally. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3, blank titrations for various conceRtrations of PS
were performed by a standard PVSK solution (e.98Å~10-4N).
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Fig. 3. Various concentrations of PS are each titrated with a definite amount of PVSK, O.98Å~
10-4N. Ordinate: consumed volume (ml) of PVSK. Abscissa: concentrations of PS (fng/ml). At
the concentrations over 9.emg per ml of PS, PVSK (O.98Å~le-4N) connot bind with PS
stoichiometrically.
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Fig.4. Binding capacity of O.98Å~le-4N PVSK with various amounts of PS at pH7.3.
Ordinate: binding capacity was calculated by grarri equivaientslgram (see also Fig. 2). Abscissa:
concentrations of PS (mg/ml).
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                                Results

1. Cell aggregation as a rate process
   Fig. IA shows a typical example of a kineÅíics of cell aggregation. It clearly
demonstrates that in the preseRce of a, the slope was steeper than in the control
mediun (HBSS). WheR cells were aggregated in the presence of the mixture of cr and
B, the slope was much less steeper than in the control medium. These results suggest
that a promotes cell aggregation, as revealed in the previous data obtained by counting

single cell elimination (Takahashi & Okada, 1971), whereas the mixture of a and P
iRhibited cell aggregation at least in its initial stage up to 3e minutes after the start of

inoculation.

   The present treatment of a kinetics of initial stages of cell aggregation as a
bimolecular rate process vvas also adopted to analyze the effect of divaleRt cations on
cellular aggregation in later experiments.

2. Changes ofnegativity of cell surface
   Generally, surfaces of cells are negatively charged (cf. a review: Curits, 1967).
Several authors (Steinberg, 1958; Curtis, 1960; Wilkins et al., 1962a, b) suggested that

aggregation is affected by surface negativity of cells. In considering the actioR of a ofl

aggregation, it was thought that firstly a might be adsorbed on cell surfaces and
secoRdly, properties of such surfaces with a might be electrically changed.

   Concerning the first point, some indirect evidence has been given in the previous
paper (Takahashi & Okada, 1970). In order to verify the possibility of changes of
surface negativity of cells adsorbed with cr, binding capacity of PS with cell surfaces was

titrated with a staRdard PVSK solutioR.
   Since some preliminary tests iRdicated that the effect of crude CM5-6 for changing

the binding capacity of cell surfaces with PS was the same as that of separated
a-fraction, the experiments below were performed by using CM5'6, which will be
designated as CM5-6 (a) in the following description. CM3m4, which contains oRly

te-fractioR as shown the previous work (Takahashi & Okada, 1971), was also tested,
though no test was made with the separated B-fraction.
   Fig.5 shows the effect of CM5um6 (a) on the surface electricity of cells. It was
clearly observed that CM5-6 (a)-treated cells bound PS more effectively than untreated

cells at all concentrations of PS tested. eR the other haRd, the binding capacity of
CM3-4-treated cells with PS was the same as untreated cells. SiRce PS is polycationic

colloid and binds to negative charge on cell surfaces, it was thought that the cells
treated by CM5'6 (cr), but not by CM3"4, increased their surface nagativity. In both

CM5-6 (cr)-treated and control cells, the amount of PS adsorbed ofi cell surfaces

iRcreased liRearly depending to the amount of PS added.
   A question arises, however, why cells with increased surface negativity by the
treatment with CM5-6 (a) can aggregate much faster than untreated cell, Rotwith-

staRding that cells with increased negative charge should be expected in theory to be
more repulsive each other. It was experienced that CM5-6 (cr)-treated cells were
aggregated at much slower rate, wheR aggregation was performed in Ca2+ and Mg2+
free HBSS (CMF-HBSS) (see Fig. IB). Several authors (SteiRberg, 1958; Curtis,
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Fig.5. Kinetics of PS adsorption of ceil surfaces of cultured lung cells under various
concentrations of PS. Ordinate: gram equivalents PVSK per 9.0Å~106 cells. Abscissa :
concentration of PS (mglml). - , ceils pre-treated with CM5-6 (cr); - , untreated
control cells.

1967; Wilkins et al., 1962b) suggested that divalent cations greatly affect cell aggrega-
tion. Therefore, it was presumed that the presence of divaleRt cations such as Ca2+
and Mg2+ is relevant to the enhanced aggregation of cel}s, whose surface negative
charges are increased by adsorption of CM5-6 (cr).

3. Effect of divalent cations on cell aggregation
   Cells pretreated by CM5-6 (a) or CM3m4 for 40 minutes at e-40C or noRtreated

cells were resuspeRded in cold CMF-HBSS (pH7.3 with HEPES-NaOH) with an
addition of an appropriate amount of CaCl2 or MgCl2.
   Fig. 6 shows that aggregation of both pretreated and control cells became faster
dependiRg to the concentratioR of Ca2+ in some range. As expected, cells pretreated
with CM5m6 (a) were aggregated always at higher rate than control cells.

   Aggregation of cells p'retreated with uRcoRditioned fresh medium (FM), which
consisted of Eagle's miRimum essential medium supplemented with giutamine and
109o calf serum, was not affected with Ca2ÅÄ concentration. On the other hand,
aggregation of cells pretreated by CM3-4 was somewhat inhibited with the increase of

Ca2+ added.
   The effects of Mg2ÅÄ on cell aggregation were given in Fig. 7, which iRdicates that

the rate of aggregation of FM-treated cells or untreated control cells increased a little
with an iRcrease of the concentration of Mg2+. Cells pretreated with CM3-4 remained
unaffected in any concentrations of Mg2". In the case of cells pretreated with CM5'6

(a), though the rate of aggregation increased gradually with Mg2+ concentration, an

overall level was lower than untreated control (data not shown).

4. Surface negativity and aggregation offixed celts

   It has been known that the treatment of cells by fixativies, such as KMn04, Os04
and formaldehyde increased the surface negativity (Glaeser & Mel, 1964; Mayhew &
Nording, 1966). The effect of Ca2+ on aggregation was examined with GLA-fixed
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Fig. 6. An influence of Ca2+ on cell aggregation. Ordinate: rate of ce}Iular adhesiveness (11

N..(t), see the text) at 30minutes after the start of cell aggregation. Abscissa: molar
concentration of Ca2+ expressed by -log(Ca2+). -, cells pre-treated with CM5-6 (a);

- , control cells without the pretreatment.
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Fig. 7. An infiuence of Mg2+ on cell aggregation. Ordinate: cellular adhesiveness, 1/N.(,) at

30 minutes after the start of cell aggregation. Abscissa: molar concentration of magnesium ion.
" , cells pre-treated with CM3-4; --@--@-- , cells pre-treated with FM; - ,
cells without any treatment.

cells. Comparison of the data given in Fig. 8 with those in Fig. 5 indicates that when
cells were fixed with GLA, the binding capacity of PS with cell surfaces was increased,
probably due to an increased surface negativity. In fixed cells, gEq. Å~10ww7 does not

liRearly iRcrease with the amount of PS (cf. Fig. 5). The reason of such noR-liRear
relation is obscure yet. An increase of the binding capacity of cell surfaces with PS
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Fig. 8. Kinetics of PS adsorption of GLA-fixed cells with or without pretreatment with CM5-6

(a). Ordinate: the binding capacity of PS on cell surfaces expressed by gram equivalents PVSK
per test tube containing 9.ex106 cells. Abscissa: concentration of PS (mglml). -" , fixed
cells pre-treated with CM5'6 (a); - , fixed cells without any treatment.

caused by the pretreatment with CM5-6 (cr) was Rot so consipicuous in fixed cells as

seen in unfixed fresh cells.
    IR the experiment showR in Fig. 9, fixed cells were incubated with CM5'6 (a) for

various intervals, and then their bindiRg capacity with PS (1.8 rnglml) for le minutes
was measured by titration with PVSK. The results iRdicate that the biRding capacity of
CM5"6 (a) pre-treated fixed cells with PS is much greater than that of untreated fixed

cells. Cells' binding capacity with PS reached to saturation at around 25 minutes after
the start the of incubation. Tke treated cells were 350Å~10ww7 gram equivalent per
9.0Å~le6 cells and the untreated cells were 200Å~le-7. A time required to reach

saturation was the same in both treated and untreated cells.
    The effect of Ca2+ on aggregation of fixed cells was examined. Fig. 10 shows that
a difference in the concentratioR of Ca2+ affected aggregation of fixed cells with the

different mafiRer from that observed in fresh cells. For aggregation of fixed cells, the
maximal effect occurred at 1.8mM of Ca2+, and over this cenceRtration the rate of

lg 4.00

2.00

           ol             15 10 15 20 30 40
                             tinne in rwhutes
Fig. 9. A typical example of time course of PS adsorption on GLA-fixed celis with CM5-6 (a).
Ordinate : the binding capacity of PS (1.8 mglm2) on cell surfaces expressed by gram equivaient
PVSK per test tube containing 9.0Å~106 cells. Abscissa : time in minutes. -IF--- , fixed cells

pre-treated with CM5-6 (a); - , fixed cells without any treatmeRt.
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Fig. Ie. An example of cel! aggregation of GLA-fixed cells in the presence of Ca2+. Ordinate:
lfNoo(,) at 30 minutes after the start of cell aggregation. Abscissa: molar cencentration of Ca2+.

+em- , fixed cells; - , unfixed cells.

aggregation sharply dropped. AR overall level of aggregation of fixed cells vvas rnuch

lower than fresh cells.

                              Discussion

   In the previous paper (Takahashi & Okada, 1971), the presence of a factor to
promote cell-substrate as well as cell-to-cell adhesion (aggregation) was shown in
fraction a separated from CM through Sephadex G-25 gel. Some data of the previous
study suggested that this factor (designated as cr) may be adsorbed onto cell surfaces.

Therefore, it was supposed that some changes in surface properities should occur by
treating cells with a.

   The present report, in wkich the measurement of a rate of cell aggregation based
upon a model of colloid stability (WilkiRs et al., 1962b) was adopÅíed, first revealed the
promotioR of aggregation by CM5'6, which contaiRs cr. Then, an increase of surface
negativity after treatment of cells by CMS-6 (cr) was shown by measuring the cell's

binding capacity with positive colloid (PS) by means of colloid titration technique.
Such surface change is considered to be induced rather `specifically' by adsorption of
CM5mm6 (a), because the treatment of cells by CM3-4 which does not contain the
aggregation promoting factor (see Takahashi & Okada, 1970; 1971) was not effective
te increase surface negativity.

   It has been suggested that the fundamental premise of cell aggregation is similar,
in theory, to the iRteraction of colloidal particles which are affected by an electrostatic

repulsive energy and van-der-Waals-LondoR attractive energy (Wilkins et al. 1962b;
Swift & Friedlander, 1964; Curtis, 1969). The repulsive energy has been thought to be

due to surface negative charges of cells. So, it is naturally presumed that highly
charged surfaces should be less adhesive thaR those with less negativity (Curtis, 1960).

   Then, the question naturally arises, why cells with increeased surface negativity by
the adsorption of CM5um6 (a) can aggregate with much faster rate than other cells. Fig.

IB shows that promoted aggregation of cells treated with CM5-6 (a) is dependent to
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the presence oÅí Ca2+. It is specu}ated that an increase oÅí surface negative charge may
render cells more easily to interact with Ca2+ to lead to faster aggregation. An

important function of divalent cations in cellular adhesion has been explained iR terms

of its action in stabilizing a surface negativity of cementing materials between cells
(Curtis, 1960; Wilkins et al., 1962b; Heard and Seaman, 1960). Wilkins et al. (1962a),

however, suggested tkat higk coRcentration of divalent cations may induce charge
reversal effect. So, if the concentration of the catiofls is beyond the critical point,
aggregatioR of cells will continue until a complete reversal of surface negativity. It
seems, therefore, that Ca2+ promotes aggregation by way of neutralizing surface

negative charges.
    In cases of cells fixed with GLA, high concentrations of Ca2+ ion act inhibitory to

aggregation (Fig. 10). Qualitative differences in the surface property betweefi unfixed

and fixed cells cannot be overlooked. In fact, in cases of uRfixed cells a liRear relation

exists between the amount of PS adsorbed upon cells and the amouRt of PS added,
whereas it was not observed in fixed cells (cf. Fig. 5 and 8). The reason to cause this

difference is not clear.

    To sum up, the followiRg process can be speculated as to the action of aggregation
promoting factor contained iR a-fraction of CM. An increase of surface Regativity is
induced in cell surfaces to which the factor is adsorbed. Such surfaces now with the
factor interact with Ca2mi- in the medium in such a manner as to result the neutraliza-

tion of surface charge, which resulted in aggregation with faster rate.
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